Midland Circuit
Feb 7 3 1850

Dear Mr. Attorney General,

In accordance with my promise I have been able to
have been able to

in the midst of some work
judicial duties to
found it — on the doc-
ument to amend &
improve the Criminal
Code Bill. Post a
book of this kind
in which — in my opinon
every word should be
weighed, at one requi-
ing much care &
consideration lest
he should introduce
precious, I am disturbed at the idea of failure in one's first attempt. And I am bound to say while I do the full
justice to the great learning I declare to the Senate exhibited in the Bill of last year. I have not seen
The Rule of Their

that I am satisfied
that it is not in many cases
incurrably altered.

Unweary, one after
an appointment and
a failure,

However, so far as
I can adjudge the
proving it, I will
to be taken, I certainly think it very desirable that the measure should pass this session if possible, as persons while the press calls so loudly for the passing of the Bill, may be led to think that our Criminal Law is so totally
independent state, instead of being, as it undoubtedly
is, the part of our law which the least
suspects being codified or meddled with. The
fact is that the codification of the Common
Law is of very little importance except as the commencement

A. I'm sorry, I'm not sure

I can't really understand

the context from this page.

Please provide more context,

like a biography or

a story, to help me

understand the

content better.

From the information

given, it seems like

there's a mix of

sentences and phrases

that don't form a complete

thought or sentence.

If you could provide

more details, I'd be

happy to help.

In any case, I'm

here to assist you.

If you have any

questions or need

clarification on

something, feel free

to ask.
uncertainty and confusion instead of making the law clear to all concerned so far as this is possible. I have only succeeded in accomplishing any proposed task as far as offences are.

The State of Public concern, leading offences against
Persuad'd with Pity to write this. Pity together with Procedure while I was in hopes that the Bible would not have been brought on me after Easter - so that I might have had the chance - including the Easter Vacation - to make working